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Abstract—Design rules have been the primary contract between technology and design and are likely to remain so to
preserve abstractions and productivity. While current approaches
for defining design rules are largely unsystematic and empirical
in nature, this paper offers a novel framework for early and
systematic evaluation of design rules and layout styles in terms
of major layout characteristics of area, manufacturability, and
variability. Due to the focus on co-exploration in early stages of
technology development, we use first order models of variability
and manufacturability (instead of relying on accurate simulation)
and layout topology/congestion-based area estimates (instead of
explicit and slow layout generation). The framework is used to
efficiently co-evaluate several debatable rules (evaluation for a
104-cell library takes 20 minutes). Results show that: a) diffusionrounding mainly from diffusion power-straps is a dominant
source of variability, b) cell-area overhead of fixed gate-pitch
implementation compared to 1D-poly implementation is tolerable
(5%) given the improvement in variability, and c) 1D-poly
restriction, which improves manufacturability and variability, has
almost no area overhead compared to 2D-poly. In addition, we
explore gate-spacing rules using our evaluation framework. This
exploration yields almost identical values as those of a commercial
65nm process, which serves as a validation for our approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The semiconductor industry is likely to see several radical
changes in the fabrication and device technologies in the next
decade. On the patterning front, disruptive changes include
adoption of one or more of candidate next-generation lithography techniques such as nanoimprint, electron beam direct
write, and extreme ultraviolet [1–4]. Each of these has challenging implications for layout methodologies and design rules
(DRs). Resolution enhancement techniques (RETs) and other
patterning solutions such as immersion and double-patterning
lithography (DPL), off-axis illumination (OAI), sub-resolution
assist features (SRAFs), and phase-shift mask (PSM) require additional layout-restrictive DRs [5–11]. Therefore, early
assessment of design restrictions imposed by technological
choices is absolutely essential.
DRs are the biggest design-relevant quality metric for a
technology. Even small changes in DRs can have significant
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Figure 1: Overview-diagram of DRE framework.

impact on manufacturability [12] as well as circuit characteristics including layout area, variability, power, and performance [13, 14]. Unfortunately, even after decades of existence,
design-rule evaluation and exploration is largely unsystematic
and empirical in nature. Several published works have done
“one-at-a-time” evaluation of design rules empirically [12, 15].
For example, [16] evaluates line-end extension rule electrically
to conclude that it may be too conservative. Other recent
works [17, 18] offer solutions to explore DRs from a pure
printability perspective and do not examine the effects of DRs
on circuit characteristics. Moreover, none of these methods
account for layout topology changes that may happen when
DR values change significantly. They also ignore several practical constraints imposed on layouts by the standard-cell design
methodology (e.g., cell width and height being quantized).
Finally, these approaches are simulation and/or explicit layout
generation-based, which makes them slow and dependent on
model accuracy.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper proposes the
first framework to explore area-manufacturability-variability
tradeoffs of design rules systematically and in a quantitative
manner. Rather than fine-tuning DRs, our goal is to make early
decisions before exact process and design technologies are
known. At this stage, accurate evaluation methods and models
are unlikely to be available and the return on investment of
using them is fairly low. As a result, we use simple but justified
approximations for manufacturability and variability unlike
[19, 20] that rely on layout generation or perturbation. Since
design rule space is very large, we further use fast layout
topology generation methods to estimate area as opposed
to full-blown layout generation. The accuracy of the former
is surprisingly good and allows for explicit “layout style”
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Figure 2: Illustration of major DRs, their notations and values in FreePDK
45nm process.

guidelines as we show later in this paper.
Figure 1 shows the structure of the DR Evaluator (DRE).
Given SPICE netlists of cells (possibly scaled down from a
previous technology generation), layout style and preferences
(e.g., redundant contacts), design rules and their values (see
Figure 2), and estimates of process control (e.g., overlay
error distribution), only the values of DRs to be evaluated
are modified while all other rules remain unchanged. This
modified set of DRs is then used to estimate the layout
and determine major metrics of area, manufacturability, and
variability1 .
We make the following contributions.
•

•

•

•

We offer a framework for early and systematic coevaluation and exploration of DRs, layout styles, and
library architectures.
Fast runtime of the proposed framework permits its use
to narrow down on reasonable DR choices for conventional compute-expensive DR generation and optimization methods.
We evaluate debatable DRs and layout style decisions
such as: 1D/2D poly, fixed gate-pitch, diffusion/M1
power-straps, cell-height, and I/O pin-access requirement.
We demonstrate the usage of the framework for comparison between processes and DR exploration through case
studies.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the methods used for layout topology generation
and congestion estimation. Section III and IV provide details
on models and metrics of manufacturability and variability
evaluation2 . In Section V, comparative evaluations of several
debatable DRs are performed in 45nm process. In addition, we
analyze area-manufacturability-variability tradeoffs of commercial standard and low power 65nm process and illustrate
the use of our framework for DR co-exploration. Finally,
Section VI concludes and discusses future work.
1 DR choices also affect delay, power, reliability, and other circuit metrics
along with some notion of designability. For brevity and continuity, we do
not consider these aspects of DR evaluation in this work.
2 For the purpose of readability and brevity, we skip certain details about the
methods and algorithms that were used.

Figure 3: Techniques and notations used in layout topology generation.

Figure 6: S/D-to-gate interconnections are routed on M1 and poly layers and
S/D-to-S/D interconnections are routed on M1 only. We assume a single-trunk
Steiner tree for routing.

II. A REA E STIMATION
The number of design rules is growing tremendously and
design rule manuals (DRM) are becoming unmanageable as
we move toward smaller feature sizes [21, 22]. In addition,
DRs need to be evaluated individually as well as collectively
over a wide range of values. As a result, our framework
was designed for fast evaluation necessary to enable DR
exploration/optimization.
This section describes the methods for fast layout topology
generation and congestion estimation used in DRE framework.
A. Layout Topology Generation
Major transistor placement techniques used for layout-area
reduction are highlighted in Figure 3. Transistor pairing consists of placing two inter-connected transistors, one pMOS and
another nMOS transistors, on the same column to minimize
wire length and facilitate routing as well as to ensure more
layout regularity. The coupled pMOS/nMOS transistors are
referred to as transistor pairs. Transistor folding consists of
replacing a large transistor by equivalent multiple transistors of
smaller sizes connected in parallel. Transistor chaining is the
process of connecting transistors of the same type by sharing
the same diffusion area. Non-isolated transistors of the same
active region form a transistor chain. A transistor stack refers
to two transistors sharing a diffusion area that is not connected
to any other parts of the circuit (i.e. contact-free diffusion).
Figure 4 outlines the flow of transistor placement used for
layout estimation and describes the algorithms used at each
step. We illustrate the application of these steps on a standard
cell in Figure 5.
Exact transistor and pin locations along the horizontal direction are then determined based on minimum DR dimensions.
As for transistor locations along the vertical direction, we
consider three possibilities: a) as near as possible to power
rails, b) exactly in the center of p/n networks, and c) as near
as possible to p/n interface. The choice of vertical location
of transistors is regarded as a layout style, which can also be
evaluated by the framework3 .
3 This decision has implications on M1-congestion as well as the impact of
stress and well-proximity effect on performance [13, 14].

• Weight assigned to p/n transistor
combinations based on connectivity.
• Set pairing priority by assigning
different weights to connectivity
types (i.e. gate or source/drain).
• Find maximum weight matching
using the Hungarian algorithm [23].

• Assume fixed cell-height since typical
standard-cell libraries are designed
using a single or just few cell-heights.
• Find optimal p/n transistor heights
for each cell using exhaustive search
(small number of possible heights).
• Fold transistor-pairs4 larger than
optimal height into equivalent smaller
transistors in parallel connection.

• Construct bipartite graph where:
vertices represent circuit-nodes,
• Each vertex contains transistor pairs
connected to the node.
• Edges represent possible diffusion
sharing of transistor pairs.
• Find maximum compatible set of edges
(optimal chaining) using the depth-first
search with tree pruning as in [24]5

• Define and place chains linearly in a
row following 1D transistor placement.
• Flip chains to minimize wire length.

Figure 4: Flow of layout topology generation in DRE framework.

Figure 5: Example that illustrates our layout topology generation for 4-input OAI standard-cell.

B. Routing Estimation

C. M1-Congestion Estimation

Once transistor placement is complete, locations of gates
and contacts to transistor source/drain (S/D) terminals are
determined. S/D contacts connected to power supply are
located as close as possible to the power rail while meeting
DR requirements. All other S/D contacts are located near p/n
interface to reduce the length of wires connecting p-to-n type
transistors.
Rather than performing the time-consuming step of actual
routing, DRE estimates routing to approximate the wire length
and models congestion with the intention of considering its
effect on layout area. Hereafter, the term “routing” denotes
“estimated routing” and not actual routing.
Transistor interconnections, i.e. intra-cell routing, are assumed to be performed using polysilicon (poly) and first
metal (M1) layers only. There are three such interconnections:
gate-to-gate, S/D-to-gate, and S/D-to-S/D. The way gate-togate interconnections are performed depends on poly-routing
restrictions, which are characterized by the layout style and
will be evaluated later in this paper. Details of S/D-to-gate
and S/D-to-S/D routing are shown in Figure 6.

Once all routes are estimated, DRE calculates M1 wire
length in x and y directions including via and contactlanding pads for I/O pins. Occupied track-length in a particular
routing-direction is then determined as the sum of wire length,
line-end spacing DR between wire segments, and track-length
blocked by wires in the orthogonal direction. At intersections
of tracks with orthogonal wires, a track-length equal to the
minimum line-width plus spacing DRs is blocked. However,
if the intersection actually forms a corner-connection between
vertical and horizontal wires, no track-length is blocked.
M1 track-congestion in one direction is defined as the
ratio of occupied to available track-length. To accommodate
M1 wiring, cell-area is increased if M1 track-congestion is
larger than a certain threshold. This threshold depends on
the intra-cell routing efficiency and empty space required
on M1 to access the cell I/O pins. Furthermore, routing
efficiency is a function of the proportion of non-preferred
direction wire length to total wire length. If wires are mostly
in one direction, routing is efficient and increasing the cellarea is only necessary for very high congestion. In contrast,
if wires are evenly distributed in the two directions, routing
is difficult and increasing cell-area is expected for relatively
low M1-congestion. To capture these effects, we model trackcongestion threshold as follows:
Ux − Uy
× β − γ,
(1)
Cthreshold = α +
Ux + Uy

4 We

force transistors to be folded in pairs.
algorithm is made faster by limiting the number of iterations (to six).
This has negligible effect on the quality of results since the optimal solution
is among the first few examined solutions in almost every case. Moreover,
the algorithm is modified to favor solutions with more transistor stacks over
regular chaining or vice versa.
5 The

Figure 9: Virtual artwork representation for (a) horizontal and (b) vertical
M1 wires.

Figure 7: Illustrating example for
extraction of α and β parameters
of Equation 1 from cell congestion
data.

Figure 8: Estimated versus actual
area for the entire Nangate Open
Cell Library [25] (104 standardcells).

where Ux and Uy are the track utilization in x and y directions.
Here, track utilization is defined as the ratio of occupied
track-length without consideration for track-blockage from the
orthogonal direction wiring to the available track-length. α and
β parameters are a function of intra-cell routing efficiency and
γ is a function of empty space left for inter-cell router to access
cell-I/O pins. The values of all these parameters are set by the
user based on the router specs. Figure 7 depicts one method to
extract α and β parameters either from trial routes of few cells
or from cells of a previous generation library. Every single cell
implementation adds one lower and one upper bound line that
narrow down the feasible solution space. Thus, the more cells
are used, the more precise the solution is. The lower bound
line is defined by cell congestion. If cell-area is increased to
accommodate for M1-wiring, the upper bound line is defined
by cell congestion after the increase; otherwise, the upper
bound line corresponds to a congestion of 1. In the end, exact
values of α and β are approximated by coordinates of the
feasible region’s geometric centroid.
D. Runtime and Validation of Area Estimation
In order to validate our layout estimation method and its
efficiency, we use DRE framework to estimate the topology of
the entire Nangate 45nm Open Cell Library [25] and estimate
cell-area. Comparison between estimated and actual areas is
depicted in Figure 8. Results show very good accuracy of the
layout estimation method (2.4% average error). The source of
imperfect area estimation is from using different layout styles6 .
The runtime of DRE evaluation procedure for the entire
cell-library is 20 minutes real time on a single processor of
2GHz clock speed and 2MB cache.
III. M ANUFACTURABILITY
Our manufacturability index for evaluating DRs is the
probability of survival (POS) from three major sources of
failure7 :
1) contact-defectivity (a.k.a. contact-hole failure);
2) overlay error (i.e. misalignment between layers) coupled
with lithographic line-end shortening (a.k.a. pull-back);
6 In particular, Nangate-cells are generated with preference for transistor
chaining over pairing; whereas, our method enforces pairing of transistors
with same gate-signal. The latter is better approach for modern 1D-poly and
fixed gate-pitch implementations.
7 More involved models of lithography induced failures are part of our ongoing
work.

3) random particle defects.
POS associated with contact-hole failure is equal to the
number of non-redundant contacts in the layout times contacthole failure rate. In case contact-redundancy is implemented,
duplicated contacts are assumed to always yield since the
probability for two contacts connected to the same pin to fail
is negligible.
Overlay vector components in x and y directions are described by a normal distribution with zero mean and processspecific 3σ estimate. Since overlay vector is roughly the
same across the die, overlay-induced failure analysis needs
to consider only the most critical spot where the least amount
of overlay is required to cause a failure. We compute POS
from overlay causing: failure to connect between contact and
poly/M1/diffusion, gate-to-contact short defect, and alwayson device caused by poly-to-diffusion overlay error. Connection failure at contacts occurs when the area of overlap
with top/bottom connecting layers is smaller than a certain
threshold-value. Thus, we consider overlay in both x and
y directions in this analysis. In gate-related failure analysis,
overlay in just one direction is considered since gates are
presumably unidirectional. Moreover, we assume all layers
are aligned to a reference alignment mark on substrate8 and
overlay between different layers and the reference layer to be
independent9 . The overall POS from overlay is then calculated
as the product of POS from independent overlay errors. If
overlay is assumed to be completely a die-to-die variation, then
POS of the die is p (equal to POS of the most overlay-critical
spot in layout). On the other extreme, if overlay is completely
random within-die variation, then POS of the die is pn , where
n is the total number of critical spots in the design. Reality
is closer to the former situation (since field and wafer level
components dominate intra-field components [26]), which is
our assumption in this paper.
To capture failure caused by random particles, we perform critical area analysis for open and short defects at
M1/poly/contact layers and short defects between gates and
diffusion-contacts. For fast analysis, we use the virtual artwork approach proposed in [27]. Poly and contact layers are
represented by strips separated by spacing-DRs; whereas for
M1 layer, this separation corresponds to the spacing that makes
the wires as far apart as possible (see example of Figure 9).
The virtual artwork representation allows quick calculation
of critical area as a function of defect size by applying a
closed-form equation model. The probability of failure from
random particles is then inferred from average critical area
8 This

can be modified to conform with the process alignment strategy.
reality overlay of different layers with the reference layer have some
degree of correlation. This can be dealt with by reducing the amount of overlay
(i.e. use smaller 3σ for overlay distribution).
9 In

Table I: TEST BENCHES USED IN OUR EXPERIMENTS AND THEIR CORRESPONDING NUMBER OF CELL INSTANCES AND UNIQUE CELL-TYPES.

Circuit
nova
vga
mips
ae18

Description
video compression decoder
VGA/LCD controller core
processor core
processor core

Cell instances
43156
36097
17091
4358

Cell types
90
63
57
51

for all defect sizes and average defect density (i.e. random
particles per unit area) following standard methods [28]. In
this calculation, we use the following defect size distribution
model [29, 30]:
( 2(n−1)r
if 0 ≤ r ≤ r0 ,
(n+1)r 2
fs (r) = 2(n−1)r0 n−1
(2)
0
if r > r0 .
(n+1)r n
where r is the defect size, r0 is the defect size with peak
density (a.k.a. critical defect size), and n is a parameter
related to the cleanliness of the fabrication process and ranges
between 2 and 4. Overall POS (i.e. complement of probability
of failure) from all sources is then calculated as the product
of POS from individual sources.
IV. VARIABILITY
In sub-wavelength lithography regime, three sources of
printing imperfection causing gate-dimension variation are
dominant (depicted in Figure 10):
• diffusion and poly corner-rounding;
• line-end tapering under overlay error and line-end pullback;
• CD variability.
The contribution of each source to gate length and width
variations (∆W and ∆L) is modeled independently. The total
change in drive current is set as our variability index for
evaluating and comparing DRs and is calculated using the
following equation:
P
W
allgates ∆( L )i
W
,
(3)
∆( ) =
L
( WLtot )ideal
where i represents the source of variability10 .
Since the resulting ∆W and ∆L are not across the entire
gate, we quantify their contribution to ∆( W
L ) by modeling
devices as parallel slices of transistors11 .
Diffusion rounding at corners formed by diffusion powerstraps and unleveled abutment of transistors (as depicted
in Figure 10) induces width variation at the gate-edge. In
addition, poly corner-rounding in bends and contact-pads
near the gate represents an important source of gate-length
variation. The shape of the rounding is a function
of the corner
q
n
n
1 + ( ∆Y
dimensions and is modeled as ∆H = K1 ∆Y
K2 )
where K1 = CeD∆X and K2 = A∆X + B. In this model,
10 We

realize that this estimate is approximate as effects from different sources
can interfere. Nevertheless, it is a good indicator of worst-case variability and
process control requirement.
11 More accurate slicing models of [31–34] can also be embedded in the
framework if they are available.

Figure 10: Illustration of slicing model, rounding model parameters, and the
sources of gate length and width variability considered in DRE framework.

∆X, ∆Y , and ∆H are depicted in Figure 10 and A, B, C,
D, and n parameters are fitted to give < 0.8nm error with
measured data from printed-image simulations on a fairly wide
range of practical corner-dimensions, i.e. ∆X = 30 → 70nm
and ∆Y = 10 → 200nm (for brevity concerns, we do not
discuss the derivation of this model). It is worth noting that
approximate predictive rounding-models fitted from tentative
simulation models, which are typically available in early stages
of technology development, could be used in lieu of the current
model.
Line-end tapering can affect the length of the gate at its
edge. This effect becomes more significant when considering
line-end pull-back and poly-to-diffusion overlay error. The
tapered shape and gate-length at the edge are described using
the model offered in [16]12 while accounting for line-end pullback (mean value) and overlay errors (from distribution). Lineends are assumed to extend beyond the gate as far as possible
unless the user enforces minimum line-end extension (LEE)
rule for the entire layout.
CD uniformity (CDU) is another major contributor to the
change in drive current. In our framework, CDU is described
by a distribution, which captures the dependency on dose
and focus variations. Pattern-dependency is captured by using different CDU 3σ values for each poly-patterning style
including 1D/2D patterning and fixed/non-fixed pitch, which
can seriously impact CDU [11, 35, 36].
After determining all ∆( W
L ) terms from different sources,
we compute the absolute sum of all terms for the entire
layout with the intention of highlighting actual gate variability.
Finally, the drive current variability index is calculated using
Equation 3.
V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP AND R ESULTS
In this section, we evaluate and analyze major debatable
DRs and layout styles for 45nm open-source FreePDK process [37]. DRE framework is also used to compare standard
and low power 65nm process from a commercial vendor. In
´1
`
= 2a 1 − | hib−k |n n , where li is the gate-length at i location in the
line-end extension, hi is the distance from i to gate-edge, a is half the nominal
gate-length, b is the line-end extension, and k and n parameters describe the
taper-shape. In our experiments, we use k = 0 and n = 3.

12 L
i

Figure 11: Evaluation of restrictive poly-patterning rules on 45nm FreePDK process.
Table II: PROCESS CONTROL PARAMETERS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS.
Parameter
45nm
65nm
Avg defect density [f aults/m2 ]
1395
1757
Critical defect size [nm]
34
45
Max defect size [nm]
250
250
Fab cleanliness parameter
3
3
Contact-holes rate [ppm]
0.00004
0.00004
Overlay (3σ) [nm]
13
15
Line-end pull-back (mean) [nm]
10
14
Gate CDU (3σ) [nm]
2.6
3.3
Critical M1 line-width [nm]
10
15
Critical poly line-width [nm]
15
20
Critical contact-width [nm]
10
15

another experiment, we co-explore two gate-spacing related
DRs collectively.
A. Testing Setup
Throughout the experiments, we use four benchmark designs from [38] synthesized using Nangate 45nm Open Cell
Library (scaled for testing with 65nm process). Table I describes all designs and lists their number of cell-instances and
unique cell-types.
Experiments were performed using 45nm open-source
FreePDK process and 65nm process from a commercial vendor. Estimates of process control parameters associated with
each process are summarized in Table II. We use projected
values from ITRS technology roadmap [1] and typical values
for critical M1 and poly line-width and critical contact-width,
which represent the minimum acceptable width for the defect
not to be considered a failure. CDU value in the table is for
2D-poly patterning. For fixed pitch 1D-poly, we use CDU 3σ
improvement factor of 47% over 2D-poly reported by IBM
in [11] and assume half the improvement is from unidirectional
patterning.
α and β parameters of the congestion threshold model
(Equation 1) are extracted from Nangate cells using the
method discussed in Section II-C and γ parameter of the model
is set to zero (i.e. no extra space requirement for I/O pinaccess).
Since the area of the benchmark designs is relatively small,
we normalize POS values to a 100mm2 chip-area. We determine for the base case in each experiment the number
of design copies that can fit in 10 × 10mm chip size with
80% cell-area utilization and find the corresponding number
of contacts and critical area.
Results of DR evaluations are a strong function of the base
set of rules, layout styles, library architecture, and design
type and, hence, they are not generalizable. First, we perform
studies on 45nm FreePDK process and later we perform
studies on a 65nm commercial process as an example.

The number of possible case studies that DRE framework
can perform is huge. For brevity, we only perform studies
of several debatable DRs and layout styles including: 1D/2Dpoly, fixed gate-pitch, diffusion/M1 power-straps, and 7/9/11track cell-height. The baseline experiment to which all results
are compared to is with the following setup:
• 1D poly (non-fixed pitch),
• M1 power-straps,
• and 9-track cell-height.
B. Evaluation of Poly-Restrictions
Three configurations of poly-patterning styles are investigated:
• no poly-routing, i.e. 1D-poly,
• limited poly-routing,
• and non-restricted poly-routing, i.e. 2D-poly.
In case of 1D-poly configuration, poly is used only to
connect dual gates (i.e. gates of same transistor-pair). In case
of limited poly-routing, it is also used to connect adjacent
gates in the same p or n network. In case of 2D-poly, it is
used to perform all gate interconnections unless blocked by
previous routing or diffusion power-straps.
Figure 11 shows area, manufacturability, and variability tradeoffs associated with poly-patterning styles including
1D/2D-poly and fixed gate-pitch on 45nm process with M1
power-straps and 9-track cell-height.
We observe that 2D and 1D-poly results in almost identical
cell-area, which has two reasons. First, cells have fairly
simple poly-patterning as a result of pairing transistors with
same gate-signal. Second, gate-alignment requirement for 1Dpoly induces negligible area overhead in FreePDK process,
which uses the same rule for minimum and contacted gatepitch. On the other hand, 2D-poly leads to 32% larger
variability compared to 1D-poly, which is mainly caused by
CDU improvement associated with unidirectional patterning.
In another experiment, we compare 2D-poly and limited polyrouting. Results are almost identical and, thus, allowing Ushape and W-shape poly-patterns with RET complications
might not bring real benefits.
Fixed gate-pitch implementation leads to 23% less variability compared to 1D-poly implementation, but has 5%
area overhead. This area overhead is relatively small because
minimum gate-pitch is equal to contacted pitch in FreePDK
process and, consequently, gate-spacing increase is necessary
only for isolated-gates.
C. Evaluation of Layout Styles
Figure 12 shows area, manufacturability, and variability
tradeoffs associated with M1/diffusion power-straps on 45nm

Figure 12: Evaluation of M1/diffusion power-straps styles on 45nm FreePDK
process.

Figure 15: Restrictive DR study for commercial standard and low power
65nm-processes.

decision are second-order sources of variability as discussed
earlier. The smallest cell-area of the benchmark designs is
achieved with 7-track cell-height. However, this is not true
for all cells as large cell-height is more suitable for cells with
wide transistors (depicted in Figure 14), i.e. high-performance
designs.
Figure 13: Evaluation of 7/9/11-track cell-height on 45nm FreePDK process.

D. DR Comparison of Different Processes

process with 1D-poly and 9-track cell-height. Diffusion powerstrap style results in much larger variability than in the case
of M1 power-strap style (84% larger), which manifests the
intensity of diffusion-rounding effect. The reason for this large
effect is the fact that cells are packed in the horizontal direction
to minimize cell-width and minimum design rules are used.
In contrast, poly-rounding and line-end tapering effects are
much less important because cells are normally relaxed in the
vertical direction (cell-height being fixed).
Furthermore, a 7% area overhead is associated with diffusion power-strap style for the reason highlighted in Section V-B. In another experiment (not shown in Figure 12)
with a smaller cell-height (7 tracks), diffusion power-strap
style leads to 5.8% area improvement because it reduces M1congestion, which affects cell-area seriously in this case.
Diffusion power-straps have some manufacturability benefits, however. Gate-to-contact shorts are reduced and contact
redundancy for power connections is implemented at no cost
since these contacts are placed on the power-rail in this case.
It is important to note that area-impact of diffusion/M1
power-straps style depends strongly on design rule values as
Figure 15 would show in a later study that different DRs yield
completely opposite results.
We also investigate different cell-height decisions. Figure 13
shows area, manufacturability, and variability tradeoffs associated with 7/9/11-track cell-heights on 45nm process with 1Dpoly and M1 power-straps style. Results show a minor effect
of cell-height decision on variability. This is because poly
rounding and line-end tapering that are affected by cell-height

Comparison of DR sets of different processes is another
application of our framework. Here, we compare DRs of
a standard and a low power 65nm process from the same
commercial vendor. We do this comparison with diffusion/M1
power-strap style and 1D-poly patterning.
Results depicted in Figure 15 show an advantage of low
power over standard process in terms of variability and manufacturability; on the other hand, standard process is more
area-efficient (7.9% less area).
Compared to M1 power-straps, diffusion power-straps lead
to larger variability but better manufacturability as in the
previous study with 45nm process. Contrary to the previous
experiment, diffusion power-straps lead to smaller cell-area
in this case (by 5.2% and 4.2% for standard and low power
processes respectively). This area improvement is due to
reduced M1-congestion and gate-spacing at power connections
according to design rule values of the 65nm commercial
process.
E. DR Exploration
The framework is used for co-exploration of gate-todiffusion (GD) and gate-to-contact (GC) rules in 65nm process. We perform the study for all benchmark designs and use
diffusion power-straps and 1D-poly patterning styles, which
lead to the most area-efficient solution for this process.
Results are depicted in Figure 16 where each data point
represents a GD/GC value. Minimum-area and minimum
variability to POS ratio solutions are shown on the plot.
The solution corresponding to process GD/GC actual values
falls very near the Pareto optimal frontier. Although quite
simplistic, this example provides compelling evidence of our
evaluation metrics fidelity and validates our approach.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

Figure 14: Increasing area with increasing transistor-width for 7-track and
11-track cell-height.

We proposed a novel framework for co-evaluation and exploration of design rules and technology decisions (available
for download at http://nanocad.ee.ucla.edu/Main/Projects).
By using first order models of variability and manufacturability
and layout topology/congestion-based area estimation, our
framework can evaluate big decisions before exact process

and design technologies are known. In this paper, we illustrated potential applications of our framework for collective
DR evaluation and exploration as well as comparison of
DRs from different processes. The framework can also be
used to narrow down on reasonable DR choices for conventional DR generation and optimization methods. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first work that includes
all area/manufacturability/variability metrics in the evaluation.
Nevertheless, this is just the first step and our ongoing work
pursues the following directions:
• addressing design rule effects on other layout and circuit
characteristics including performance, power, reliability,
and some notion of designability;
• introducing a 2D printability model (not based on field
simulation), for example, derived from [39, 40];
• extrapolating DR evaluation to the chip level and include
intermediate and global metal/via layers;
• studying interactions and tradeoffs of variability and area,
as in [41] for example;
• improve chaining runtime for transistor with large number
of folds (i.e. fingers).
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